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QUESTION 1

What two options do you have when searching for multiple parts on the Parts Administration page? (Choose two.) 

A. You can leave the field empty, which will return all parts. 

B. Use "_" and/or "%" as wildcards. 

C. Use "*" and/or "?" as wildcards. 

D. Type the start string of a part number. The search will return all parts starting with this text. 

E. Use regular expressions (RegEx) to describe a search pattern. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 2

A multi-select attribute with five options is displayed as check boxes. Depending on the conditions, the 

Configurator should show a user three of these five options. 

How do you accomplish this? 

A. by writing a Constraint rule 

B. by writing a Hiding rule 

C. by writing a Recommendation rule 

D. by writing a Pricing rule 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Which statement is true about creating individual user groups for each partner organization, when creating partner
organizations? 

A. A host company FullAccess user create groups for partner organizations; however, the superuser of a partner
organization can only assign users to existing groups. 

B. The groups of a partner organization are maintained by FullAccess users belonging to the partner organization. 

C. The groups of partner organizations are created by using the Bulk Upload utility or SOAP API calls. 

D. Partner organizations use the same user groups defined for the host company. 

E. Partner organizations have only users, but no user groups. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

Which Configuration Flow would you choose to design a Configurator where attributes vary based on prior user
selections and have a sequential relationship consisting of distinct steps? 

A. Master Start and End Flow 

B. Multi Node Configuration Flow 

C. Search Flow 

D. any Configuration Flow with a combination of Constraint and Hiding rules that meet requirements 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two statements are false about BML? (Choose two.) 

A. BML follows the Object-Oriented programming model. 

B. BML does not need to be externally compiled as the application compiles the BML. 

C. BML has characteristics of Compiled and Interpretive programming. 

D. BML is a C++ based markup language. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 6

Identify two supported procedures for moving commerce library functions between environments without overwriting
other functions. (Choose two.) 

A. Full commerce migration 

B. Webservices 

C. Granular migration 

D. Migration packages 

E. Bulk download/upload 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 7

Given the following function: 
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What does [n] specify? 

A. the number of occurrences of the old that will be skipped from the beginning 

B. the number of occurrences of the old that will be replaced from the beginning 

C. an array of the new values 

D. an array of the old values 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

Which statement is a proper definition of a Punch-In? 

A. Punch-Ins are links that hook into a specific Commerce process in the system. They can be used to navigate directly
to a given Commerce process in your application. They can also be used to jump into a specific Commerce process
from an external website. 

B. Punch-Ins are links that hook into specific product families in the system. They can be used to navigate directly from
a product family to another in your application. They can also be used to jump into a specific product family from an
external website. 

C. Punch-Ins are links that relate into specific parts in the system. They can be used to search directly for a given part in
your application. They can also be used to search for a specific part from an external website. 

D. Punch-Ins are links that hook into specific pages in the system. They can be used to navigate directly from one page
to another in your application. They can also be used to jump to a specific page from an external website. 

E. Punch-Ins are buttons that take you to specific pages in the system. They can be used to navigate directly from one
page to another in your application. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

There are two single-select attributes in an array set. The first single-select attribute shows a list of countries and the
second attribute shows a list of states. Which is the most efficient way to show relevant states based on chosen
country? 

A. Use the Hiding rule, which is the only possible option, because arrays do not do not support Constraint rules. 

B. Create Hiding rules for each country with Simple Conditions, and then select valid states for the Action attribute. In
this case, the number of Hiding rules will be equal to the number of countries. 

C. Create a Constraint rule for each country in the drop-down list by using Simple Conditions and select valid states for
the Action attribute of the rule. In this case, number of rules will be equal to the number of countries in the list. 

D. Load all country and state combinations in a data table and write a Constraint rule to lookup the data table. 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

Given the following code: 

Which one of the following statements, when placed in the blank space, will give strArr2 a value of "123?" 

A. join (strArr1,"") 

B. join (strArr1, " ") 

C. combine (" ", strArr1) 

D. combine (strArr1, "") 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

Which two items are necessary to migrate between environments? (Choose two.) 

A. Environments must have similar urls (for example, testcustomer and devcustomer). 

B. Environments must be on the same major release (for example, 2016R2). 

C. Environments must be on the same minor release (for example, 2016R2 update 2). 

D. Administrators must have FullAccess logins for both environments. 

E. Entities to be migrated must be deployed within 24 hours of the migration. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 12

You have implemented a Commerce Constraint rule, which has an Advanced action. While testing, you 

find that the attribute values specified in the rule are not being constrained, even though the condition is 

always true. 

What are two reasons for this behavior? (Choose two.) 
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A. The attribute is used as a condition for a Commerce Hiding rule. 

B. Configuration was not deployed after the rule was implemented. 

C. Commerce was not deployed after the rule was implemented. 

D. The rule is inactive 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 13

Which are three testing strategies for Oracle CPQ Cloud? (Choose three.) 

A. Test cases should be directly linked to business requirements. 

B. Avoid using a test case tracking tool because it is time consuming to track all of the testing team\\'s efforts. 

C. Perform isolated tests as well as intra-system and cross-system integration tests. 

D. Create specific test data for accounts, opportunities, and contracts in the CRM system and use that data to perform
end-to-end tests for CPQ Cloud quotes. 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 14

Your customer has a Configurator on a site with two Commerce processes. Which two options allow you to control in
which Commerce process a new transaction will be created when starting from the Configurator? 

A. Populate the Target Commerce Process field with configuration recommended item rules. 

B. For one invocation action, define two different invocation rules with condition BML functions. 

C. For each Commerce process, create a "Create transaction" button by generating an invocation action. 

D. Assign a user or a user group to the Commerce process action permissions. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

How can information that is stored in a part field be shown in the line item grid column in Commerce? 

A. by adding a column to Commerce Layout Editor 

B. by adding a column to the Line Item Details layout in the Commerce Layout Editor 

C. by adding a column and mapping it to the field in the line item grid in Commerce Layout Editor 

D. by adding a field to the part database 
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Correct Answer: C 
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